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PhD Hub: a platform for European research collaboration.
Collaboration is a key feature of research and innovation. But how do researchers and nonacademic partners find out about each other, especially when it comes to cross-sectoral or international
initiatives? The PhD Hub has been created to connect researchers, enterprises and the society at large.
Easy-to-use search functions and multi-filtering options will help users to find or publish
personalised opportunities. Higher education institutions, doctoral schools, research centres and
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companies can publish their courses, funding opportunities, event invitations or calls for internships.
Whether they are targeting a small group of people interested in a specific topic or looking to reach a
wider public, they can easily reach their audience here.
The success of such platforms depends largely on the users. Join your colleagues and discover what
the PhD Hub has to offer!

More sustainable Erasmus+ mobility.

Making Mobility the NORM
Session 1
Online, November 21st
Enabling
Students
to
Automatically Access Course
Catalogue Information / Read
more

The new Erasmus+ programme 2021-2027 is set to be larger,
more inclusive and more ambitious. It can also be a lot greener. In
order to raise awareness on the environmental impact of the
European higher education sector and empower students,
Higher Education Institutions and decision-makers to be agents of
change, we have rounded up the main results and resources of
the Erasmus Goes Green and the Green Erasmus projects. Enjoy
the read!

NORM project doubles down this month.
The NORM consortium is organising two online events at the
end of November. The first one, "Making Mobility the NORM by
Enabling Students to Automatically Access Course Catalogue
Information", is taking place today in the afternoon and will focus
on the prototype of a digital curricular matching tool. The
second one, Making Mobility the NORM by Designing Mobilityfriendly Study Programs, is set to take place tomorrow morning
and will focus on curricula design and accreditation
procedures.

Why and how to verify electronic signatures?
Discover
ESVA,
an
independent e-signature
validation
module
compatible with Erasmus
Without Paper! Join the
final webinar of the ESVA
project on the 29th of
November and discover
how to use it as part of
your daily routine, making digital administration easier and
safer. Register now!
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CZEDUCON
Prague, November 21st-22nd
International Conference on
Strategy and Policy in Higher
Education / Read more
Making Mobility the NORM
Session 2
Online, November 22nd
Designing
Mobility-friendly
Study Programs / Read more
Welcome HOME
Milan and online, November
28th-29th
Promoting
Quality
Student
Accommodations for Erasmus+
Mobilities / Read more
Lifelong Learning Week 2022
Brussels,
November
28thDecember 2nd
Investment in Education and
Training: A Public Good for All
/ Read more
ESVA Final Webinar
Online, November 29th
How to validate e-signatures in
EWP? / Read more
10 years of Erasmus Without
Paper
Online, December 1st
Save the date / Read more
Bright Young Minds
Online, December 1st
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10 years of Erasmus Without Paper
On December 1st, join the
EWP
consortium
and celebrate
with
them the first 10 years
of Erasmus Without Paper.
It will be an occasion to
retrace the steps of how
EWP came about (the
past), take stock of current challenges and accomplishments (the
present) and share new inspiring ideas for the future.

5th European Education Summit
/ Read more
DocEnhance Final Event
Lisbon and online, December
13th
Transferable skills in doctoral
education / Read more

@Uni_Foundation

Students’ well-being surveys.
How can we ensure
students’ well-being, a key
factor for their academic
success? Please help
the WISE project to map
out the situation and
define
the
necessary
actions by filling in a
questionnaire for HEIs and spreading surveys for
students and student organisations before the 30th of
November.

The new ESCI portal is now up and running.
Here you can find everything about the three big blocks of the
initiative: the European Student Card, the Erasmus+ App and
Erasmus Without Paper. The new portal provides detailed
information about these tools in a structured and easy-tounderstand way. Discover their benefits, how they work and how
you can make the most of them!

Is the new Erasmus for all?

How to support in- and
outbound student mobility?
Check the updated
#SIEM guidelines to ease
current barriers to…
https://t.co/IMhKEaQ58u 12:
02PM
How to ensure #students’
#wellbeing? Please help the
#WISEproject to map out the
situation and define the
necessary…
https://t.co/VWp7AoiyBi 1:21
PM
RT @tcdglobal: We also
took part in the European
@Uni_Foundation
coordinator's meeting at the
University of Alcalá
@UAHen @UAHes to
discuss… 1:11PM

The Erasmus for All
consortium organised the
first multiplier event on
November 15th. Titled “Is
the new Erasmus for all?
Proposals towards a more
inclusive
Erasmus
scholarship”,
the
conference brought together major stakeholders, including
National Agencies, students´ organisations, students and higher
education staff. If you couldn´t attend the event in Porto nor online,
you can watch the recording here.

Transferable Skills in Doctoral Education.
The DocEnhance Final
Event
will
take
place
on
December
13th in Lisbon (in person
or online) and get an
insight into the new
platform and three online
open-access courses for
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doctoral education. The conference will also include sessions on
broadening PhD expertise through transferable skills, challenges
in doctoral education, and employment strategy and heterogeneity.

Don’t miss the EWP updates!
What's new in the EWP? If you could not attend the EWP webinar
one November 3rd, where the latest updates were shared,
now you can watch the recording of the event on the ESCI
YouTube channel. If you don't want to miss anything in the future,
subscribe to the channel, follow us on Twitter and join
the Erasmus Without Paper LinkedIn group! Follow #EWP
#ErasmusWithoutPaper #ErasmusGoesDigital

Hello EDSSI L2!
Roughly one year ago, 15 higher education institutions, student
organisations, student service providers, NRENs and companies
met online to officially kick off the European Digital Student
Service Infrastructure Level 2 (EDSSI L2). Led by HumboldtUniversität zu Berlin (HUB), level 2 builds on the foundations
firmly established by its predecessor, the EDSSI project which
closed last August. Read more on the freshly revamped edssi
website!

Calls for students at risk.
The Committee on Culture and Education (CULT) of the European
Parliament held a debate on the topic of establishing a European
funding mechanism supporting students at risk, hosted by
MEP Sabine Verheyen on 24 October 2022. Learn more

Free to Think.
Scholars at Risk Academic Freedom Monitoring Project has just
released its annual report where it explores concerning trends in
attacks on higher education communities around the
world. Read it here

This project has been funded with the support from the
European Commission. The newsletter reflects the views
only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held
responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein.
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